ABSTRACT

Today, the technology sector is constantly growing from day to day. Caused by corporate enterprises, large and small businesses, organizations and institutions in the world, have always been linked closely to the technology sector, with indispensable because the technology sector, and developed the world, such as in the areas of administration, education, telecommunication, financial systems, hospital. Meanwhile, Cambodia industry also is growing steadily according. And if we look at website to see that there are very abundant, such as school websites information website and Entertainment Website E-commerce website and online shopping these websites are popular and so much support from the Cambodian people.

That is why author want to build this website Phone Online Shop to support all the people in Cambodia that they have seen phone sold in the website via Internet, which they did not need to reach the shops of our own, but they can view a computer or mobile phone. That is why author want to build e-commerce website to support that need as Phone Online shop.

The writer hopes this project can make all the people in Cambodia easily to find and buy the phone products that spend less time and money. And the writer believes that it will improve from day to day.